What’s New

ChangeMan ZMF

Micro Focus® ChangeMan ZMF provides software change and release management for z/OS,
ensuring quality at every stage of the mainframe software delivery life cycle

What’s New Over the Last 2 Years

The Micro Focus commitment is to support
core business applications—on both the platforms required today as well as the next set of
technologies needed tomorrow.
ChangeMan ZMF 8.2 delivers new capabilities
that protects corporate assets and helps mainframe developers get more done in less time.
It is a comprehensive system that enables reliable and streamlined software change in a z/
OS environment.

Product Highlights

ChangeMan ZMF protects corporate IT assets and lets developers get more done in less
time. It is a comprehensive system that provides reliable and streamlined implementation
of software changes in a z/OS environment. It
manages and automates the process of migrating software changes from development
through to production guaranteeing source-toload integrity and ensuring that only successfully tested programs make it into production.
Release highlights include:

■■ Support for evolving customer demand,

including new support for Mobile and web
based approvals allowing approvers to list
and sort packages requiring approval, view
package information and Approve/Reject.

■■ Ongoing commitment to supporting the

mainframe environment, including new
support for z/OS Connect to allow ZMF
to manage API archives as package
components.

■■ Ongoing commitment to customer

success, including a significant number of
customer driven enhancements including
zOSMF support, Security improvements
with new exits and CICS and DB2 currency.

Did You Know?

Over 85% core business applications are considered strategic and tightly linked to future
business goals. In fact, industry analysts state
that over 90% of existing applications will remain in place for the next five years. That being
said, business-critical systems and strategy
rarely stand still. 50% of surveyed customers
plan to modernize their applications over the
next 18 months, and the pace of change is
accelerating. The question becomes—how to
deliver faster without breaking things?
For over 40 years, Micro Focus has helped
thousands of organizations modernize core
business systems. Our unique and comprehensive approach to modernization enables
IT teams to transform application assets at the
pace that suits the business. Additionally, the
Micro Focus methodology delivers a flexible set
of options across the application, the delivery
process and the infrastructure offering a holistic approach to IT modernization. Learn more
by visiting microfous.com/modernization.

British Airways

“Supporting
development for
our most critical
applications
requires a full
sign-off, audit, and
tracking process.
With ChangeMan
ZMF, we can easily
control the process
by which software
gets moved through
the stages of
testing and audit
into production.”
Jim Dixon

Infrastructure Engineer

__________

*S
 ee Datasheet at: www.microfocus.com/
media/data-sheet/changeman_zmf.pdf
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